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The purpose of this study was to explore a possible 
regression in moral reasoning among athletes of two sports 
(football and baseball) during their season of play and 
their off-season. The rationale for this study was based on 
Kohlberg's (1969) stage theory of moral development and the 
research of Bredemeir & Shields (1984). 
This thesis deviates from the format according to the 
Graduate College Style Manual (1987). The body of this 
thesis consists of a manuscript prepared for submission to a 
journal under the guidelines of the Publication Manual of 
the American Psychological Association (1983). Materials 
which are usually presented in the body of the thesis are 
contained in appendixes. The appendixes consist of a review 
of the literature, the research instrument, and raw data, 
and selected statistical analyses. 
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This research was conducted to explore a possible 
regression in moral reasoning among athletes who 
participated in a high-contact team sport (football) and a 
low-contact team sport (baseball) during both the regular 
playing season and the off-season period. The subjects were 
72 undergraduate male students who comprised three groups: . 
varsity baseball athletes, varsity football athletes, and a 
non-athlete control group. Each group was administered 
Rest's Defining Issues Test (DIT) twice. The athletes were 
administered the DIT during their on-season period and their 
off-season. There were no significant differences on the 
DIT among the three groups or between testings. However, 
all three groups scored dramatically lower than the DIT 
norms for college undergraduates. This finding, together 
with the fact that the control group subjects had 
considerable athletic involvement, suggests that sport 
participation may have influenced performance on the DIT. 
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Competitive Sports and Moral Reasoning 
Sport has been hailed as an arena for developing 
character by teaching cooperation, self-control, personal 
sacrifice, risk-taking, fairness, and teamwork. Sport 
literature has predominately focused on social learning 
theory as a framework for studying the prosocial behavior of 
sport participants (Kleiber & Roberts, 1981), sportsmanship 
(Johnson, 1969; McAfee, 1955), and personality 
characteristics of athletes (Blanchard, 1945; McCloy, 1930; 
Magill & Ash, 1979). Articles aimed at physical educators 
and the physical education curriculum have focused on 
character building as an important objective and stressed 
techniques such as modeling, reinforcement of appropriate 
responses, and enhancing the game environment (Harris, 
Blankenship, Cawley, Crouse, Smith & Winfrey, 1982). 
The moral development of athletes has begun to receive 
more attention from educators and researchers recently. 
Public concern about reports on the perceived widespread use 
of drugs by athletes, increasing numbers of collegiate 
programs being investigated by the NCAA for rule 
infractions, increasing fan and player violence, and the 
media's preoccupation with drug-related deaths of athletes 
have caused a re-examination of the popular belief that 
"sport builds character". 
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However, there have been few empirical studies on the 
"character" or moral growth of athletes. A cognitive-
developmental approach to moral development has only 
recently been applied to the field of sport psychology 
(Bredemeir, 1983; Weiss & Bredemeir, 1983) and in sport 
programs designed to promote moral growth (Romance, Weiss & 
Bockoven, 1986; Bredemeir, Weiss, Shields & Shewchuk, 1986). 
The research of Bredemeir and her associates has 
indicated that sport is an ambiguous context which may have 
a negative impact on moral growth (Bredemeir & Shields, 
1984b). Studies have indicated that collegiate sport 
involvement is associated with levels of moral reasoning 
lower than college norms (Bredemeir & Shields, 1984a, 1984b; 
Hall, 1981). 
Bredemeir and Shields theorize that "sport contexts are 
sufficiently distinct from everyday life contexts to elicit 
a situational adaptation of moral reasoning patterns about 
hypothetical dilemmas" (Bredemeir & Shields, 1984b). They 
contend that participating in sport involves a moral 
transformation in which egocentricity is redefined as 
appropriate. This results in "bracketed morality" within 
the sport setting or context, which is a temporary 
suspension of the usual moral obligations to consider 
others' needs and interests (Bredemeir & Shields, 1986a). 
Thus, a regression seen in the athlete's moral reasoning in 
sport dilemmas may be the result of the use of bracketed 
morality. 
Bredemeir and Shields also suggest that "game 
reasoning" occurs within sport. "Game reasoning is a 
situationally operative morality that is bracketed within 
broader morality. While game reasoning is not lower in an 
ethical sense, its internal structure is regression-like, 
paralleling lower level morality in many respects" 
(Bredemeir & Shields, 1986b). 
Bredemeir considers several aspects of the sport 
context that may contribute to the temporary adoption of an 
egocentric mo~ality. In sport there is a concentration of 
decision-making power and moral responsibility in the roles 
of coaches and officials. Independent thinking on the part 
of the athlete is discouraged. Because split-second 
responses are so often required, athletes are taught to 
react, rather than reason. Depersonalization of opponents 
is encouraged and may contribute to a more egocentric and 
primitive attitude. She says that the sport realm provides 
socially legitimate opportunities to suspend the moral 
requirement that others' needs be given equal consideration 
to the interests of the self. 
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Research has shown that rewards can cause adverse 
effects on performance, motivation and behavior (Lepper & 
Greene, 1978) and moral reasoning (O'Malley, 1986). Money 
and rewards play a major role in professional sports and the 
emphasis on winning can be very strong even at the amateur 
level; regression in moral reasoning may then occur in 
athletes under these conditions. 
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The level of aggression permitted by a sport or the 
amount of physical contact involved in a particular sport 
may be a factor. Bredemeir theorizes that those sports that 
encourage the development of situationally specific moral 
reasoning tend to be interactive contact sports rather than 
noncontact sports such as swimming. Contact sports directly 
and frequently raise moral issues because of their inherent 
potential for injury (Bredemeir & Shields, 1985). 
Bredemeir, Weiss, Shields & Cooper (1986) found that boys' 
participation and interest in high contact sports and girls' 
participation in medium contact sports (the highest level of 
contact they reported) were positively correlated with less 
mature moral reasoning. Bredemeir and Shields were also 
concerned that "perhaps highly competitive sport experiences 
will eventually have a negative impact on participant's 
moral growth" (Bredemeir & Shields, 1985). 
Further research was needed on the role of contact 
within highly competitive sports and whether the effects are 
general or confined to the period of actual sport 
engagement. The purpose of this study was to investigate a 
possible regression in moral reasoning among athletes who 
participate in the high-contact team sport of football and 
the low-contact team sport of baseball during both the 




Subjects were drawn from two large state universities. 
Initial data were collected from 96 undergraduate male 
students. Of these, the data on 72 students were usable. 
The subjects comprised three natural groups: varsity 
baseball athletes (n=28), varsity football athletes (n=24), 
and a non-athlete control group (n=20). The control 
subjects did not participate in any varsity sports and were 
recruited from the introductory psychology course. The 
baseball players at the researcher's institution (A) were 
recruited through the Head Coach. The football players at 
University A were recruited through the athletic academic 
counselor; however, because of errors in administration of 
the instrument, no usable data were obtained. The football 
and baseball players at the second institution (B) were 
recruited through the athletic academic counselor. The data 
from the control group and the baseball group at University 
A were collected by the researcher and all other data was 
collected by staff members in the athletic counseling 
centers. 
The subject's college classification ranged from 
freshman to senior. The baseball group consisted of equal 
numbers of freshmen, sophomores and juniors, plus a few 
seniors. The football group was predominately sophomores 
and juniors. The control group consisted largely of 
freshmen and sophomores. The small number of seniors in the 
sample was due to the probability the seniors would have 
graduated before a second administration of the instrument 
would have been possible. 
Instrument 
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The research of Kohlberg (1969) and Rest (1976) has 
asserted that moral reasoning is based in cognitive 
structures and has shown developmental trends from childhood 
through adulthood. Rest developed a standardized test for 
assessing these developmental trends - the Defining Issues 
Test. For the purpose of this study, Rest's Defining 
Issue's Test (DIT) (Rest, 1986) was used to measure moral 
reasoning. The DIT is a pencil and paper test that 
according to Rest (1976) assesses the subject's "grasp of 
different stages of moral reasoning". The DIT contains 6 
moral dilemmas (the short form uses 3 dilemmas). 
For this study, the short form of the DIT using the 
Heinz, Prisoner, and Newspaper dilemmas was used. The 
subject read a dilemma, then was asked to read 12 statements 
and use a 5-point rating scale to indicate how important 
each statement was in determining what should have been done 
in the dilemma. The issues statements are keyed to the 
stages of moral development. After rating the statements, 
the subject was asked to rank the 4 most important items 
from the set of 12 items. These rankings yielded stage 
scores which represented the relative amount of reasoning 
used at each stage. 
The DIT was chosen because of ease of administration, 
objective scoring, and an extensive data base on the DIT as 
a measure of moral judgment. 
Procedure and Design 
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The DIT was administered twice to each group of 
subjects. The DIT was administered to the athletes during 
their season of play and again during their off-season. The 
control group took the DIT twice at approximately the same 
time intervals as the athletes. At the first testing, the 
subjects were given the DIT and information about their 
college classification and career goal was collected. In 
the second session, the same short form of the DIT was given 
again and information collected on the subject's 
participation in high school and college sports. 
The DIT was group-administered to the athletes in rooms 
regularly used for team meetings and academic testing and 
counseling. The DIT was group-administered to the control 
group in their regular classroom. 
The subjects were asked to refrain from discussing the 
DIT between administrations and were assured that their 
scores would remain confidential. The control group 
received extra credit points for their participation; the 
athletes received no compensation. 
Scoring 
The DIT data was scored for stage scores, "M" scores, 
and "P" scores using the standard procedure outlined in the 
manual (Rest, 1986). The DIT yields scores for each subject 
at stages 2, 3, 4, SA, 5B, and 6. In this study, the 
predominant stage score of the subject was used for data 
analysis and called the "S" score. 
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The score that is most often used in DIT research is 
the "P" index. The P score is the percentage of the 
subject's moral reasoning scored at stages 5 and 6 
(principled considerations). A review of several studies by 
Davidson and Robbins (1978) states that a test-retest 
reliabilities for the P score are in the high .70's or 
.80's. 
The DIT yields a response reliability check (the "M" 
score). This is used to identify a "subject's tendency to 
endorse statements for their pretentiousness rather than 
their meaning" (Rest, 1986). Rest recommends that subject's 
questionnaires whose M score on the short form exceeds 4 or 
more, be eliminated from the sample. 
Results 
Several types of data were collected in this study. 
Session 1 yielded data about the subject's career goal and 
moral reasoning on the DIT. In Session 2, data were 
collected on the subject's high school and college sport 
participation and moral reasoning on the DIT. The results 
for each type of data are reported by group. 
Career Choice 
The baseball players from University A (n=13) almost 
unanimously chose sport careers (one was undecided). 
Examples of a sport career included playing professional 
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baseball, coaching, sports management, etc. The University 
A baseball program is consistently ranked at the top of 
national college baseball polls. During the years of the 
1980's, this University's baseball team won the conference 
title 8 times, the Regional title 7 times, and had 7 College 
World Series appearances. Therefore, University A players 
had high expectations for their college baseball careers and 
expected to play professional ball or get a job in the 
sports field. 
University B's baseball program did not have a similar 
tradition. The baseball players (n=l5) did not have high 
expectations of a professional baseball career, and only 7 
subjects chose a sport career. 
University B has a strong football tradition. Its 
teams are regularly successful within a highly competitive 
Division 1 conference. Their games are often nationally 
televised and the team traditionally participates in 
post-season bowl games. However, the football subjects 
(n=24) were not predominately sport-career oriented. Only 6 
players chose sport careers; 18 players chose non-sport 
careers. 
None of the control group (n=20) chose a sport career. 
However, the control group was not a totally non-sport 




Data were collected on each subject's participation in 
high school and college (both varsity and intramural). The 
results indicated that baseball players (mean = 5.679 years, 
SD = 2.127), had more years of varsity experience than 
football players (mean = 2.625 years, SD = 2.856) or the 
control group (mean= 3.500 years, SD = 1.850), but all 
groups had several years experience. Although the control 
group was recruited for non-athletic characteristics, the 
sample did have athletic (though non-varsity collegiate) 
experience. Only 3 of the 20 control subjects reported no 
sport participation. A typical control subject participated 
in two varsity high school sports and had earned several 
letters. 
Moral Reasoning 
Subjects were scored on the DIT for P, M, and S scores 
for Time 1 and Time 2 (P1, P2, etc.) as defined earlier. 
Means and standard deviations for the two baseball groups 
are presented in Table 1. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Examination of Table 1 reveals that the two baseball groups 
were reasonably comparable. A series of t tests was used to 
compare the two baseball groups on P, M, and S scores on 
trials one and two. These tests (see Appendix D) revealed 
no significant differences on P1, M1, M2 and S1, t (26) 
< 1.00. On the variables P2 and S2, respectively, the 
difference between groups was not significant but was 
greater than 1.00, t (26) = 1.18, E = .247, t = 1.72, E = 
.098. Although the difference between the two baseball 
groups approached significance on the S2 variable, only one 
of the differences was significant and so the two baseball 
groups were combined for the purpose of analysis. 
The three groups (football, baseball and control) were 
analyzed and scores for the P, M, and S variables are 
presented in Table 2. 
Insert Table 2 about here 
One way analysis of variance of the DIT scores by groups on 
time 1 and time 2 are generally non-significant (see 
Appendix D). The only significant difference found was an 
interaction on P1, P2 by group, F (2,69) = 3.20, E < .05. 
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The P score is the principled convention score of moral 
reasoning and is the one of the most reported variables in 
moral research. According to Rest (1986) the norm for 
average P score for college age subjects is 42.3, SD = 13.2, 
range of most sample means = 37 - 46. 
Discussion 
The present data do not show a clear regression in 
moral reasoning among athletes when ball players are 
compared to control subjects; the three subject groups did 
not differ significantly between trials 1 and 2 on the DIT. 
As expected, the M score (the response reliability check) 
did not differ and seemed to suggest the data were valid and 
the subjects took the task seriously. The s scores 
(dominant stage) did not significantly differ and seem to 
imply that Kohlberg's (1969) assertion that an individual 
cognitive stage does represent a "structured whole," an 
underlying organization of thought. 
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The athletes P scores did not significantly differ from 
the control group P scores and therefore would not support 
the hypothesis that sport may produce a detrimental effect 
on moral reasoning. The two athlete groups showed no 
significant difference on the P scores suggesting that the 
amount of contact within a sport is not a factor influencing 
moral reasoning. 
The present data do, however, present an ambiguous 
result. The data on subject's sport participation showed 
that the control group was not a non-athletic group and, in 
fact, the control subjects had participated in non-varsity 
sports and had considerable varsity sport experience in high 
school. Perhaps the control group was actually a third 
group of athletes and did not represent a true random 
population of male undergraduates. Another context of 
comparison is between the P scores of the three groups and 
Rest's DIT norms. The present study does reveal lower moral 
reasoning levels than would be expected from Rest's DIT 
norms in all three groups of subjects. Since all three 
subject groups had extensive sport experience perhaps sport 
did produce a detrimental effect. 
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There was no significant difference between on-season 
and off-season performance on the DIT; Bredemeir and 
Shield's (1986) assertion that "bracketed morality" is a 
temporary suspension of everyday moral reasoning does not 
seem to be supported. If sport can produce regression in 
moral reasoning, these data imply a more permanent effect on 
moral reasoning. 
This study suggests that competitive sport, whether 
contact or non-contact, can produce a detrimental effect on 
moral reasoning and that this effect is not a temporary 
one but is rather permanent in nature. However, more 
research on the effect of sport experience upon moral 
reasoning is needed before one can assert that sport can 
produce a detrimental effect on moral reasoning. 
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DIT Scores by Baseball Group 
Baseball A Baseball B 
DIT Score n Mean SD n Mean SD 
13 15 
P1 25.91 12.12 25.55 16.54 
P2 21.02 11.89 27.33 15.70 
M1 2.31 2.25 1.74 1.98 
M2 1. 79 1.61 1. 33 1.76 
S1 3.85 .69 4.00 .66 
S2 3.62 .65 4.00 .54 
Table 2 
DIT Scores by Group 
Baseball 
DIT Score n Mean SD 
28 
P1 25.72 14.40 
P2 24.40 14.18 
M1 2.00 2.09 
M2 1.55 1. 68 
51 3.93 .66 
52 3.82 .61 
Football 




2.25 1. 70 


















REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Moral Reasoning 
The Cognitive Developmental Approach 
24 
Jean Piaget and Lawrence KQhlberg are the two most 
influential theorists in the field of moral development. 
Kohlberg's theory of moral judgment was an extension of 
Piaget's research with children's moral judgment. Piaget's 
(1965) moral judgment theory is based on a cognitive 
developmental approach. Piaget suggests that a child goes 
through qualitatively different stages of thought; a younger 
child's way of thinking is a structurally different than an 
older child's mode of thinking. He interviewed children 
about moral situations and found that they viewed these 
situations from a much different perspective than adults. 
Piaget suggests that there are developmental differences in 
the cognitive structures that organize moral judgment. 
Kohlberg extended this moral development research and 
further defined the cognitive developmental approach. 
According to Kohlberg (1969), cognitive developmental 
theories include several assumptions. First, development 
involves basic transformations of cognitive structure, the 
rules for processing information or for connecting 
experiences. The development of cognitive structures is the 
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result of the interaction of the organism and the structure 
of the outside world. This development is toward greater 
equilibrium in the organism - environment interaction. 
These interactions lead to cognitive stages which 
represent transformations of thought. Kohlberg's cognitive 
stages are qualitative differences in children's modes of 
thinking and ways of solving the same problem at different 
ages. These stages form an invariant sequence in an 
individual's development. Cultural factors may influence 
the speed of development, yet they do not change its 
sequence. All children, he believes, should go through the 
same order of steps, regardless of environment factors or 
learning. 
Kohlberg says that cognitive stages are based on 
hierarchical sequence. Stages are increasingly 
differentiated and integrated. Therefore, higher stages 
replace and integrate cognitive structures found at lower 
stages, they are not mere additions to an old way of 
thinking. Kohlberg suggests that lower stages are still 
available for use by individual when the situation arises 
where they are adequate or when efforts at using a higher 
stages fail. However, Kohlberg believes there is a 
hierarchical preference within a person; an individual will 
prefer the highest stages he can produce. 
Kohlberg's moral development theory emphasizes a 
cognitive development approach. Moral judgment is based on 
these underlying cognitive structures. Developmental 
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changes in morality are imbedded in the individual's 
transformations of thought from childhood to adulthood. 
Kohlberg (1976) describes three broad levels of moral 
development: pre-conventional, conventional and post-
conventional. These levels can be shown by the relationship 
between the individual and society's rules and expectations. 
At the pre-conventional level, rules and societal 
expectations are external to the individual; at the 
conventional level, these societal expectations have been 
internalized, especially those of authorities. The highest 
level, post-conventional, an individual has differentiated 
himself from the rules and expectations of others and 
defines his values in terms of self-chosen principles. 
Kohlberg presents six stages within these three levels 
of moral development. Kohlberg's six moral stages are 
hierarchical; an individual's movement through these stages 
is upward. The sequence of stages is invariant; one cannot 
skip a stage or go backwards. These stages are "structured 
wholes", total ways of thinking, not attitudes toward 
particular moral situations or experiences (Kohlberg, 1971). 
The Defining Issues Test 
Rest, Cooper, Coder, Masanz, & Anderson, (1974) and his 
associates based their moral judgment research on Kohlberg's 
cognitive developmental approach. Rest assumes that each 
moral judgment stage has a distinct way of viewing a given 
social or moral dilemma. He devised an objective test of 
moral judgment based on a subject's reasoning about six 
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moral dilemmas called the Defining Issues Test (DIT). Since 
different perspectives for analyzing moral dilemmas 
distinguish different stages of moral reasoning, the DIT 
contains a list of issue statements, each statement 
represents a moral judgment stage. Therefore, the way a 
subject judges what are the most important issues over six 
moral dilemmas can be assumed to be an indication of his 
appreciation of different conceptual frameworks or stages. 
According to Rest (1983), the DIT assumes that people 
at different stages see moral dilemmas differently -
specifically in what they define as the crux of a moral 
problem and the factors they consider the most important 
ones in solving the dilemma. He presumes that if people are 
presented with different statements about the issues of a 
moral dilemma, people at different developmental stages will 
choose different statements as the important issues. 
Therefore, the DIT contains six moral dilemmas with twelve 
issue statements for each dilemma that represent the 
different stages of moral reasoning. Each subject is asked 
to rate and rank each issue statement for its importance in 
solving the dilemma. 
The DIT is an objective scorable test of moral 
reasoning. It is easily administered to groups. Since the 
DIT contains standardized choices and is highly structured, 
it has an objective format instead of the free-response 
interview used by Piaget and Kohlberg. The DIT has been 
used extensively in moral judgment research and it provides 
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a large data base for researchers. These studies generally 
support the developmental stage model of moral judgment. 
However, O'Malley (1986) found that reward may have an 
adverse effect on moral reasoning. She found that material 
rewards had an immediate and temporary adverse effect on 
subject's scores on moral judgment scales. Could the 
material rewards offered to athletes in sport have an 
adverse effect on their moral reasoning? 
Moral Reasoning and Sports 
A cognitive developmental approach to moral development 
has only recently been applied to the field of sport 
psychology (Bredemeir, 1983; Weiss & Bredemeir, 1983). The 
research of Bredemeir and her associates has suggested that 
sport is an ambiguous context which may have a negative 
effect on moral reasoning (Bredemeir & Shields, 1984b). 
Bredemeir and Shields (1984a) found that principled 
moral reasoning on the DIT was negatively associated with 
the aggressive behavior in forty-six basketball players. 
Bredemeir and Shields (1984b) also found that the levels of 
moral reasoning used to discuss sport dilemmas were lower 
than levels used to reason about everyday life dilemmas. 
Bredemeir and Shields theorize that "sport contexts are 
sufficiently distinct from everyday life contexts to elicit 
a situational adaptation of moral reasoning patterns about 
hypothetical dilemmas" (Bredemeir & Shields, 1984b). They 
contend that participating in sport involves a moral 
transformation in which egocentricity is redefined as 
appropriate. This results in "bracketed morality" within 
the sport setting, which is a temporary suspension of the 
usual moral obligations to consider others' needs and 
interests (Bredemeir & Shields, 1986). Thus a regression 
seen in the athlete's moral reasoning in sport dilemma may 
be the result of the use of bracketed morality. 
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Bredemeir considers several aspects of the sport 
context that may contribute to the temporary adoption of an 
egocentric morality. In sport there is a concentration of 
decision-making power and moral responsibility in the roles 
of coaches and officials. Independent thinking on the part 
of the athlete is discouraged and athletes are taught to 
react, rather than reason. Depersonalization of opponents 
is encouraged and may contribute to a more egocentric 
attitude. Bredemeir says that the sport realm provides 
socially legitimate opportunities to suspend the usual moral 
requirement that others' needs be given equal consideration 
to the interests of the self. 
The amount of aggression permitted by a sport or the 
amount of physical contact involved in a particular sport 
may also be a factor. Bredemeir contends that those sports 
that encourage the development of situationally specific 
moral reasoning tend to be interactive contact sports rather 
than noncontact sports such as swimming. Contact sports 
directly and frequently raise moral issues because of their 
inherent potential for injury (Bredemeir & Shields, 1985). 
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Bredemeir, Weiss, Shields and Cooper (1986) found that 
boys participation and interest in high contact sports and 
girls participation in medium contact sports (the highest 
level of contact they reported) were positively correlated 
with less mature moral reasoning. Bredemeir and Shields 
(1985) were also concerned that "perhaps highly competitive 
sport experience will eventually have a negative impact on 
participant's moral growth." 
Further research then was needed to determine if the 
amount o£ contact within a sport influenced moral reasoning. 
This study investigated the possible regression of moral 
reasoning in athletes in a high-contact sport and a 
low-contact sport and whether this effect is temporary or a 
more generalized response. 
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OPINIONS ABOUT SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
This questionnaire is aimed at understanding how people think 
about social problems. Different people often have different opinions 
about questions of right and wrong. There are no "right" answers 
in the way that there are right answers to math problems. We would 
like you to tell us what you think about several problem stories. 
The papers will be fed to a computer to find the average for the 
whole group, and no one will see your individual answers. 
Please give us the following information: 
Number: ------------------------------
College Major: ____________________ __ 
Year you plan to graduate: __________ __ 
Long-term career goal: -----------------------------------
* * * * * * * 
In this questionnaire you will be asked to give your opinions about 
several stories. Here is a story as an example. 
Frank Jones has been thinking about buying a car. He is ma·rried, 
has two small children and earns an average income. The car he buys 
will be his family's only car. It will be used mostly to get to work 
and drive around town, but sometimes for vacation trips also. In 
trying to decide what car to buy, Frank Jones realized that there were 
a lot of questions to consider. Below there is a list of some of 
these questions. 
If you were Frank Jones. how important would each of these 
questions be in deciding what car to buy? 
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OPINIONS ABOUT SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
Thia quaationnaire is aimed at underttanding how people think 
about aocial problema. Different peopoe often have different opinions 
about question& of right and wrong. There are no "right" answers 
in the way that there are right answera to math problems. We 
would like you to tell us what you think about aeveral problem stories. 
The papers will be fed to a computer to find the average for the 
whole group, and no one will see your individual anawers. 
Number: -------
Please give us the following information: 
Describe your involvement in athletic activities in high school and 
college. Please indicate which sports you played. If you were on 
the Varsity team, please indicate how many years you lettered. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • * * * * * * • * * • • * • • * * * 
In this queationnaire, you will be asked to give your opinions about 
several stories. Here is a story as an example. 
Frank Jones has been thinking about buying a car. He il married, has 
two small children and earns an average income. The car he buys will 
be his family's only car. It will be used mottly to get to work and 
drive around town, but sometimes for vacation trips also. In trying 
to decide what car to buy, Frank Jones realized that there were a lot 
of questions to consider. On the next page, there is a list of some of 
these questions. 
If you were Frank Jones, how important would each of these questions 




/"JI~ctioru fo' Pa't A: (Sampl~ Qutttlon) 
On the left hand aide check one or the IPICet by uch atatement or. contlderatlon. (For in· 
at a nee, If you think that natement Ill It not important in makln1 a declalon about buylna 
a car, chtck the apace on the riaht.) 
IMPORTANCE: 
Great Much Some Little No 
l. Whether the car dealer wu In the aame block •• 
v where Frank lives. (Note that in this aample, the ~non tak.ins the queuionnalre did not think thit 
was imporunt In making a dteision.) 
2. Would a ustd car be more economical In the Ions 
run than a "'w car. (Note that a check was put In 
v the rar left space to indicate the opinion that this 
is an Important Issue in makfns a deciaion about 
buyin1 a car.) 
v 5. Whether the color was green, Frank'• favorite color. 
4. Whether the cubic inch displacement wu at least 
v 200. {Note that lr you arc unsure about what "cu· bic inch displacement" means, then mark It "no 
importance.") 
v' 
5. Would a ·large, roomy car be !tetter than a compact 
car. 
6. Whether the front connibilies were differential. 
v' (Note that If a statement sounds like gibberish or 
nonsense to you, mark it "no importance.") 
Jnst~ctioru fo' Pa'l B: (Sample Question) 
From the list or questions above, select the most important one of the whole group. Put the 
number or the molt important quellion on the top line below. Do likewise for yow 2nd, 
5rd and 4th most important choicet. (Not~ that the top choice~ in this cue will come from 
the statements that were checked on the far left-hand lide-statemcntl 1#2 and 1#5 were 
thought to be very important. In deciding what Is the most important, a person would re-read 
112 and 1#5, and then pick one of them u the most Important, then put the other one as "tc· 
cond moat important," and to on.} 
MOST 2NDMOSTIMPORTANT 5RDMOSTIMPORTANT 4nfMOSTIMPORTANT 
5 2 1 
HEINZ AND TH! DRUG 
In Europe 1 wom111 wu neu death from 1 tpecla1 kind or Cl.ftCn. There waa one dru& 
that docton thouaht miaht eave her. It wu a form ofradium that a druuitt In the aune town 
had recently ditcoverrd. The drua wu upentive tomah, but the druaJi•t wu charJinaten 
times what the drua cost to make. He pa.id 1200 for the radium and charaed $2,000 for a 
tmall dote of the drua. The aick wom111'1 husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to bot· 
row the money, but he could only &rt to&ether about S 1,000, which Ia half of what It cott. 
He told the druni•t that his wife wu dyina, and at ked him to tell it cheaper or let him pay 
later. But the dru[lill .aid, "No, 1 discovered the druaand I'm aolnc tomah money from 
it." So Heinz 101 detpentc and beaan to think about breakinalnto the m111'1 at ore to neal 
the dru& for hit wire. 
Should Heinz atea1 the druc? (Check one) 
___ Should ltea1 It 
IMPORTANCE: 
---Can't decide -Should not steal it 
Great Much Some Little No 
1. Whether a community'• lawt arc goin11 to be upheld, 
2. Isn't it only natunl for a Iovin& husband to care so 
much for his wife that he'd atea1? 
5. Is Heinz willing to risk cetting shot u I burclu or 
goinc to jail for the chance that stea1ing the drus 
might help? 
4. Wheth rr Heinz ia a professional wrettler, or has con· 
siderable innumce with profenional wrestlers, 
5. Whether Heinz is stea1ing for himself or doins this 
solely to help tomeone else. 
6. Whether the druggist's richu to his invention have 
to be respected. 
7. Whether the cucnce of Jivin&l• more encompanin& 
than the termination of dyin&, sodaUy and lndlvi· 
dually. 
8. What va1ucs art coinl to be the buis for roverninr 
how people act towarda each other. 
9. Whether the drugist is &oinrto be allowed to hide 
behind a worthlets law which only protects the rich 
anyhow. 
10. Whethu the law In thla calC h acttlnrln the way 
of the most bulc claim or any member of socie!l'_. 
11. Whether the drugist dncrvet to be robbed for be· 
inc 10 rreedy llld cruel. 
12. Would uealin& In uach a cue brine about more to• 
ta1 aood for the whole society or not. 
From the list of questions above, telect the four most Important: 
Moat Important---






A man had bttn arntencd to prhon for 10 yean. Aftrr one yrar, howevrr, he ttcaped 
from prhon, moved to a nrw uu of the country, a.d took on the ftlme of Thompaon. For 
I yean he worhd hard, and lfadually he uvrd enouafl money to buy hiJ own buaine11. He 
wa• fair to hl1 cuuomen, pvc hll employrra top WJitl, and pve most of hla own profltt to 
charity. Then one day, Mn. Jonet, an old neiahbor, rrcoanllrd him at the man who had ra· 
taped from priaon I yean bdorr, and whom the poke had been Jooklna for. 
Should Mn. jonn report Mr. Thompaon to the poll« and have hlm aent back to prbon? 
(Check one) 
_Should report him __ Can't decide _Should not report hlm 
IMPORTANCE: 
Great Much Some Little No 
I. Hasn't Mr. Thompson bern aood enouah for auch a 
lon&time to prove he itn't a bad person? 
2. Every time 10meone cacapes punishment for a crime, 
doesn't that just encourage more crime? 
!. Wouldn't we be better orr without prisons and the 
opprcuion of our lcpl aystemt? 
4. Hu Mr. Thompson really paid his debt to society? 
~. Would society be failiil& what Mr. Thompson should 
fairly upect? 
6. What benefits would prisons be apart from tocicty, 
especially for a charitable man? 
7. How could anyone be 10 cruel and heartleas as to 
send Mr. Thompson to prison? 
8. Would it bt fair to aU the prisoners who had to serve 
out their f1dJ scntrnceJ if Mr. Thompson was let off? 
9. Was Mn.joncs aaood friend of Mr. Thompson? 
10. Wouldn't it bra citizen'• duty to reportaneacaped 
criminal, rqardltta of the circumstance~? 
11. How would the will of the people and the public 
cood best be auved? 
12. Would &oin& to priaon do any cood for Mr. Thomp· 
son or protect anybody? 
From the lilt of queations above, aelect the four m01t Important: 
Molt important_ Second m01t Important_ 




Fred, a aenlor In hi1h tchool, wanted to publish a mlmeocraphed newspaptr for uudenta 
10 that he could upreu many of hit opinions. He wanted to apeak out aplnst the war in 
Viet Nam and to apuk out ap.inu some of the achool'a rultt, like the rule forbiddin1 boya 
to wur lon1 hair. 
When Fred atutrd hit nrwspaprr, he uktd hit principal for perminion. The principal 
aaid it would be all rilht If bdort e"ery publication fred would tum in all hit artldea for 
the principal'& approval. Fred apeed and turned In acvrral uticlet for approval. The principal 
approved all of them and Fred publithed two ltautt of the paper in the nut two weeki. 
But the principal had not uputed that Fred'a newspaper would receive ao much atten· 
tion. Stu~enu were ao ucited by the paper that they bc&an to orcanizc proleats apinat the 
hair regulation and other .chool ruin. Anpy parents objected to Fred'a opiniona. They 
phoned the principal tellin1 him that the newspaper wu unpatriotic and ahould not be pub· 
lishrd. As a result of the risin1 CIICitemrnt, thr prindpal ordered Fred to nop publiahin11. He 
pve u a rrason that Frrd's activities were disruptive to the operation of the achool. 
Should the principal ttop the newspaper? (Check one) 
_Should Slop It 
IMPORTANCE: 
Great Much Some Little No 
_Can't decide -Should not atop It 
1. It the principal mo~ responsible to students or to 
the parcnu? 
2. Did the principal &iw hia word that the newapaper 
could be published for a lon1 time, or did he just 
promise to approve the newspaper one iuue at atimt 
.!. Would the lludents llart protettin& even more If 
the prindpal stoppt'd the newapaper? 
4. When the wdfue of the achool It threatened, dora 
the principal have the ri&ht to live orders to stu· 
denu? 
5. Dott the principal have the freedom of tpeech to 
aay "no" In thia cue? 
6. If the principal uopped the newspaper would he be 
preventina fuU discussion of important problems? 
7. Whether the principal's order would makr Fred lose 
faith In the principal. 
8. Whether Fred wu really loyal to his school and pa· 
triotic to his country. 
9. What dfect would stoppin& the paper have on the 
lludcnt'l edu~tion In critical thinkin1 and jud1· 
menu? 
I 0. Whether Fred wu in any way viola tine the rich II 
of others ln_!_ublishin& his own o~inlona. 
11. Whether the prindpal should be influenced by aomc 
an~rv puents when it Is the principal that knows 
but what it aoinc on in the achool. 
12. Whether Frtd wu mint the newspaper to stir up 
hatred and discontent. 
From the lilt of queatioru above, telcct the four most Important: 
Moat Important_ 
Third moll important_ 
Second most Important_ 
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DIT Scoring Key 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3 2 M 3 4 M 6 A 
4 2 5A 5A 3 6 4 3 
4 A 4 6 M 3 4 3 
4 A 2 5A M 3 6 4 
4 3 2 6 A 5A SA 5B 
4 2 4 M 5A 3 3 5B 
DIT Norms (Rest, 1986) 
Large Group Means And Standard Deviations 
Average Estimated 
~ P% S.D.* 
1,322 21.9 8.5 
581 31.8 13.5 
2,479 42.3 13'.2 
183 53.3 10.9 
1,149 40.0 16.7 
5,714 
41 
10 11 12 
5A 3 5A 
A 5B 4 
4 5A 5A 
5B 4 5A 
3 4 3 
5A 4 3 







*Standard deviations for each large group are based on those samples re-






















Years of High School and College 
Sport Participation 
Stage score - first trial 
M score - first trial 
P score - first trial 
Stage score - second trial 
M score - second trial 
P score - second trial 
43 
44 
GROUP Cl. 1\88 YEf~HS 8( ll MC 1 I 
PI 1 I 8(21 Mt2l PC2l 
CASE I I • 0 3.1) 7.(1 It .0 3.0 
CASE. I IJO.O 3 .(1 e.o 36.7 
CASE 2 1 .o 2.0 6.(1 3.(1 7.0 
CASE 2 13.3 3.0 4.0 20.0 
CASE 3 1 • () :3. I) 7.1) 5.0 0.(1 
cm.;E 3 56.7 :~.0 (1.(1 36."1 
CASE It 1 • (I I .O 5.0 5.0 o.o 
C?\SE 4 36.7 3.0 3.3 23.:3 
CASE 5 1 • (I 2.0 6.(1 4.0 3.0 
CASE 5 23.3 5.0 o.o lt3. 3 
CASE 6 I .0 I .o 5.f) It .I) 0.(1 
CI\SE 6 16.7 It. (I o.o 10.0 
CI\SE 7 I .0 2.1) 6.0 4.0 3.0 
CA~iE 7 20.0 It. I) 3.(1 10.0 
CASE 8 1 .0 I • 0 5.0 It .0 3.0 
CASE 8 E!O.O It • (I 2.0 13.a 
CASE 9 I • 0 3.0 '7.0 3.0 ~.(t 
CASE 9 16.7 4.0 4.0 13.3 
CHSE 10 I. 0 3.0 7.1) 3.0 o.o 
CASE 10 26.7 3.0 0.1) 30.(1 
CABE I t 1 • (I 1.0 5.0 It .I) 4.(1 
CASE I 1 23.3 4.(1 2.(1 10.(1 
CASE 12 I. 0 2.0 6.(1 4.0 o.o 
CASE 12 26.7 4.0 3.0 10.(1 
CASE 13 I • 0 1 . (I 5.0 3.0 2.0 
CASE 13 16.7 3.0 0.0 16.7 
Cl'oSE 111 1.0 1 • (I 8.0 4.0 3.(1 
CASE tit 23.3 lt. 0 1).0 6.7 
CASE 15 I. 0 1 .(1 It. (I 3.0 1.0 
CASE 15 6.7 3.(1 0.(1 23.3 
CliSE 16 I • 0 4.(1 7.0 5.0 (1. (I 
CI\SE 16 36.7 4.0 3.0 36.7 
CliSE 1'7 1 .0 2.0 0.0 5.0 3.0 
CASE 17 '•3. 3 :s.o 6.(1 ItO. 0 
CASE 18 I • 0 3.0 8.(1 3.0 0.(1 
CASE 18 26.7 3.0 (1. 0 30.0 
CASE 19 1.0 1 • (I o.o it. f) o.o 
CASE 19 33.3 4.(1 0.(1 26.7 
CASE 2(1 1 • (I 4.0 8.1) 4.0 3.0 
CASE 20 50.0 5.0 3.0 60.1) 
CABE 21 I .0 2.0 6.0 3.0 (1.(1 
C~\SE 21 3.3 4.0 2.0 (1.0 
CASE 22 1 • (I 2.0 7.0 4.0 o.o 
CASE 22 30.0 4.0 o.o 23.3 
CASE 23 1 .c) 3.0 It. (I 4.(1 4.0 
Ct\SE 23 20.0 It • (I 0.1) 31).(1 
CASE 2~ I .0 3 .(1 7.1) 5.(1 4.0 
CASE 24 53.3 4.(1 E!.O 36.7 
CASE 25 I. (1 3.0 e.o It .I) o.o 
CASE 25 20 .(J 4 .1_1 2.0 3.3 
CASE 26 I .0 2.(1 7.0 4.0 o.o 
CASE 26 6.'7 4.0 2.0 33.3 
CASE 27 I. 0 2.0 6.0 It. (I e.o 
CASE 2'7 o.o 4.0 0.0 40.0 
CASE 28 I • (I 4.1) 8.(1 It • (I 6,0 
CASE 28 3(1. (I 4.0 n.o eo.o 
45 
CI\SE 29 2.0 I .o 5.0 :3.0 t.o 
CASE 29 20, C) 3.0 O,CJ 13.3 
CASE 30 2.0 1 • (I 5.0 3.0 (),() 
CASE 30 23.3 4.0 5.1) 26.7 
CASE 31 2.0 2.0 (1.(1 3.0 3.0 
Cf\SE 31 20.(1 3,1) 0.0 20.0 
CASE 32 2.1) 3.0 '• • (I 4.0 2.(1 
CI\SE 32 6.7 5.1.) I), (I 46.7 
CASE 33 2.0 1 . (I 2.0 5.0 t.O 
CASE 33 30.0 3.0 e.o [~6. 7 
CASE 34 e.o 1 • (I 3.0 4.0 1 • (I 
CASE 34 1 (1, (I '•. () 4.0 33.3 
CASE 35 2.(1 1 ,(1 o.o 5.0 o.o 
CASE 35 ~(1.() 5.0 (1,(1 50.0 
CASE 36 2.0 e.o 6.(1 3.(1 0,(1 
CASE 36 30.0 3.0 0.0 16.7 
CASE 3'7 2.0 1 • (I 4.(1 4.0 1.0 
Cf\SE 37 23.3 3.0 3.(1 16.7 
CASE 38 2.0 e. (I 6.0 3.0 3.0 
CI,SE 38 10.0 4.0 2.0 6.? 
CASE 39 2.0 e.o 6.0 4.(1 4.0 
CI\SE 39 23.3 ~.0 0.0 53.3 
CASE 4(1 e.o 4.0 3.0 5.0 0.0 
CASE ItO lf6.6 3 .f) o.o 56.7 
. CI~GE 41 2.(1 3.(1 o.o '• • (I 1 • (I 
CI\SE 41 13.3 4.0 0.0 13.3 
CASE '•2 e.o 2.0 '•. (I 4.0 4.0 
CASE '•2 23.3 3.0 2.(1 23.3 
CASE 43 2.0 2.0 '•· 0 '• • (I 4.(1 CI\SE '•3 26.7 4.0 5,(1 '•3. 3 
CASE 4'+ e.o 1. (I '• • (I '• • C) o.o 
CASE 4'• 6.7 3.(1 6.0 10.0 
CASE 45 e.o l.O 3.0 4.0 4.0 
cnm: 115 23.3 3.0 4.0 26.7 
Ll~bli '•6 2.0 2.0 3.(1 3.(1 4.0 
cl'\m. 116 {!I ~ • I ) 4.(1 7.u 16.7 
l~l~bE , . ., 2.(1 I . u ,,.n 4 ,(1 2.0 
Lf\SE '•7 lb.'! 4 .... I . (1 .I :I.:~ 
CAEilc 48 2 ,(1 P.t• '•' fl lj,l,l 3.0 
CA£iE '•8 13.3 5.0 t) ., I I ~ 1\: .•. '/ 
CASE '•9 3.(1 I . 1) ~::;.f) '• • I) (1,(1 
CASE 49 16.7 4 .(1 1).() 20.0 
CASE 50 3.0 2.(1 6.0 5.0 (I.e) 
CASE 50 36.7 4.0 1.(1 33.3 
cm>E 51 3.0 3.(1 6.1J ti. (I 4.0 
Cf\SE 51 60.0 5.0 '•. (I 46. '1 
CASE 52 3.0 3.(1 6.(1 '•. (I o.o 
CASE 52 40.0 4.(1 0.(1 30.0 
CASE 53 3.0 3.(1 4.0 4.0 1.0 
CASE 53 6.7 '• • (I 2.0 13.3 
CI~SE 54 3.0 3.0 3.(1 5.0 e.o 
CASE 54 56.7 4.(1 3.(1 ItO. (I 
CASE 55 3.0 4.(1 0.0 ,, • (I o.o 
CASE 55 10.0 '•· (I o.o 3.3 
CASE 56 3.(1 4.0 0.0 4.0 5.0 
CASE 56 6.? 4.0 6.(1 10.0 
CASE 57 3.0 2.(1 o.o 5.0 3.0 
CASE 57 43.3 It • (I ,, • (I 40.0 
CASE 58 3.0 2.0 (1.(1 4.0 t.O 
CASE 58 23.3 4 .(1 2.(1 eo.o 
CASE 59 3.0 ,, • (I o.o 5.0 t.O 
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CASE ~59 'I:L:'l 3.0 o.n lj(l. (1 
CASE 6(1 '·1. (l 1. (l 5.1) 3.1) :3.(1 
CASE 60 13.3 '•. o 2.(1 23.3 
CASE 61 .'1. (l 2.0 0.0 4.0 :3. f) 
CASE 61 'I". n lt.O 6.0 :36.7 
CASE 62 :3 • (I 2.0 1 , (I 5.0 5.(1 
CASE 62 :1(1. n 3.(1 4.0 26.7 
CASE 6:3 :1.(1 '•. (I 0.0 4.0 4.0 
CASE 63 I'-'. (I It • (I 5.0 36.7 
CASE /,It 3.(1 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 
CASE £,,, p:]. :~ 3.1) 2.0 16.7 
CASE 65 3.(1 2.1) o.o 4.0 3.0 
CASE 6~5 6.'7 '•. () 4.0 10.0 
CASE 66 3.(1 I~ • (I 4.0 3.0 4.0 
CASE 66 16.7 3.0 4.0 13.3 
CASE 67 .3.0 3.0 8.0 4.(1 3.0 
CASE (,7 Tl.3 '•. (I e.o 16.7 
CASE ~.8 3.(1 :~.(I o.o 3.0 3.0 
CASE 68 '•0. (I 3.0 1 .o 36.7 
CASE 69 '3.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 
CASE 69 /.fl.(l 5.0 3.0 '•6. 7 
CASE 70 '3 .(1 1 • (l o.o ~.() 4.0 
CASE ?(l :Jo. o 5.(1 3.0 26.7 
CASE 71 3.(1 C!.O (1,(1 4.(1 o.o 
CASE 71 '13.3 4.(1 2.0 33.3 
CASE 72 3.0 4.(1 e.o 4.(1 o.o 
CASE 72 :10 • (I '•. (I o.o 30.0 
APPENDIX D 




















Years of High School and College 
Sport Participation 
Stage score - first trial 
M score - first trial 
P score - first trial 
Stage score - second trial 
M score - second trial 
P score - second trial 
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Summary statistics for all 
subjects and by group 
49 
50 
TOTAL O£~SERVf\T IONS 1 7P 
r:;Rmtr· r:t ASS YEARS 9( l) MC 1l 
N OF Cf\SES '12 7'~ ,_ 72 72 72 
MINIMUM I . 001) I • (11)0 o. (10(1 3.000 o.ooo 
MAXIMUM :1. (1(1(1 4. (1(1(1 9.000 ~.(1(10 7.000 
MEAN I .?'1'1 2.236 '•. 056 3.986 2.056 
STANDAHil DEV "'· n~-:;'• I .r1 Jlt e. 66'• (1,682 1.813 
P< I) 9(2) M<2l PC2l 
N OF CASES 72 72 72 72 
HI Nlt1Ut1 ,., • (l(lfl 3.00(1 (1,(11)0 0.000 
HI\ X lt111~1 /,o(l. 11(1(1 5.000 7.(1(11) 60.000 
MEAN PI,, 01:.11 3.961 2. 00'• 26.437 
STANDARD llEV I '1 • 7 1l, (1,657 1.960 14.250 
"THE FnLLOWtNt3 R.FSUI TS AH: f"r"!HI 
OI?OIIP I • (1(10 
TOTAL OBSERVA T 1 nt-1!'11 PB 
mmt•P U.AS9 YEARS Bill M< ll 
N OF CASES 28 28 29 28 28 
MIN1MIIt1 I • (100 1. (11)(1 o.ooo 3.000 o.orJo 
MAXIMUM I • ooo ,, • ono 8.ooo !5.000 7.000 
MEAN 1 • (11)1) 2.214 5.679 3.929 e.ooo 
STAND Aim llFV (1. (lf)(l (1.995 2.127 0.663 2.091 
P< I l 8(2) MIE!) F'l2l 
N OF CASES 28 28 28 28 
MINIMUM (1. f)(l(l 3.(1(11') 0.000 o.ooo 
MAXIMUM ::i6. 7fl(l 5.000 6.000 60.000 
MEAN P.5.71F.l 3.9?.1 1. 51t6 2'•. 403 
STANnARD DEV l't. 396 0.612 1.677 14.176 
51 
THE FOLLOWitm REGIII . '8 APF rnR, "·---------urmuP 2.nnf.1 
TOTAL OBSERVATIONS• pn 
GPI It lr' r.:tMm YEARS 9(1) HIll 
N OF CASF:S PO 20 20 20 eo 
HI N I Mllt1 p. f) f) I) I • Of.lfl (l,(l(l(l 3.000 0.000 
MAX !HUH p _,._,no ,, • (t(t(l 6.000 5.000 4.(1(11) 
HEAtJ p .IHH) 1 .750 3.500 3.850 I .900 
STANDARD OEV ft .. (H)(t (1,851 I .950 0.671 t .586 
r·11 1 s (I~) H<2J F·<21 
N OF CASES 2n f'(t eo eo 
MINIMUM 6.7(1(1 3. (11)(1 0.(10(1 6.700 
MAXIMUM ~,f) .r)(U) 5 .. 000 7. (1()0 56.700 
MEAN PLB25 :3.850 2.050 28.505 
STANDARD OEV II • 1t5'~ 0.813 2.350 16.668 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTS APE FUr(l 
GRDUP 3.flfl(l 
TOTAL OBSERVA T I Ot-IB 1 ?'t 
nmn1r- CLAG8 YEARS 8 ( l) HI 1> 
N OF CASES 24 2'• 24 24 24 
MINHIUH 3. (111(1 1 • 00(1 (1,1)(1() 3.000 (1, (1(10 
MAXIMUM 3.fl(t(l ,, • 00(1 a.ooo 5.000 5.000 
MEAN ~1. (1(11) 2.667 2.625 ,, • 167 2.250 
STANDARD DEV (1,(10(1 1. 007 2.856 0.702 t. 700 
P ( I I 8 (i::!) M<21 P<2> 
N OF CASES P.lt 2'1 24 2'• 
MINIMUM 6.7(1(1 3. (t(t(l o.ooo 3.300 
MAXIMUM 6(1.(1(1(1 5.000 6.000 46.700 
MEAN :Jn. (1(11) 3.?17 2.500 27.088 
STANDARD DEV 16.876 n. 591~ 1.8b3 l2.339 
One-way analysis of variance 
for s, M, P scores 
52 
53 
SUMM~RY STATISTICS FOR SOl 
BARTLETT TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF GROUP 'JARIANCES 
CHI-SQUARE = .087 OF= 2 PROBABILITY = .957 
ANALVSIS OF '.'ARtArtCE 
SOURCE SUM OF ·SQUAR'ES DF MEAN ·:;QUAF:E F PR08A8 ILI T'! 
8ETI.JEEN GROUPS 1 • 246 2 0 .. ~23 1.354 .2~5 
WITHIN GROUPS 31.740 6~ 0.460 
SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR M ( 1 > 
8AR· TLETT TEST FOR HOMOGENE I TV OF GROUP 'JAR I ANCES 
CHI- SQUAR'E ~ 1,953 OF= 2 PROBABILITY= .377 
ANALVSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES OF MEAN SQUARE F PROBABILITY 
BETWEEN GROUPS 1.478 2 0.739 .219 .804 
WITHIN GROUPS 232.300 69 3.367 
SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR P< 1 l 
BARTLETT TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF GROUP VARIANCES 
CHI-SQUARE = 2.928 OF2 2 PROBABILITY 2 .231 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES OF MEAN SQUARE F PROBABILITY 
BETWEE~I GROUPS 734.548 2 367.274 1 • 731 • 18:5 
WITHIN GROUPS 14640.679 69 212.184 
54 
SlJHMAr~V STATISTICS FOR 8(2) 
Bf\RTU::TT TEST FOR HOHOGENE lTV OF GROLIJ'' VAR I ANt:ES 
Cl-tl -- 80Uf'lRE "' 2.776 OF= 2 PROBABILllY ~ .250 
ANALYS J S OF Vf\R H~Nl:E 
SOURCE SUM 01= SOUARES OF MEAt~ SQI lm~E F PRUBI\BlLllV 
BE J"WEEN GROUPS 0, 121 2 I). OM• • I ::16 • ffr:l 
WITHIN GHOIJF'S 30.'•90 69 0.4't2 
SUHt1ARY STATISTICS FOR Ht2l 
BARTLETT TEST FOR IIOHOGENEITY OF GROUP VARIANCES 
CHI -SIJUf.mE "' E'. 655 DF=r 2 F"ROBr.t•l L llV "' • [~~.5 
ANALYSIS OF VI\Hifllll:E 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES 1lF MEAN SOUAHE F 1-'ROBJ'\B J L 1 TV 
BETWEEN GROUPS 11 • 8•)9 2 5. 905 1, 5to2 • 217 
WITHIN GHOUPS 260.08(1 69 3. 781 
SUMMARY STATISTICS FOH Pt2) 
BARTLETT TEST FOR HOHOGENE ITY OF GI~OUP VAnJ ANCES 
CHI--SUUARE "' 1.865 DF= 2 F'nDBABILITY = .:::!'7't 
t\NAL VS I 8 DF VI\R 11\NCE 
SDUnCE SUH OF SDUt\RES OF MEAN EiDIJAHE r 1-·mmf\B I LIT V 
f)E TWEEN GrmUPS 21 1 . ~:i85 2 1 (15. 79 ~~ • C'il'• .6(1(1 
WITHIN GIWUPS 14205.8'•8 69 205.882 
Statistical Comparisons of the 
two baseball groups 
55 
INDEPEI·IDEtH Sf\t1PLES T · 1 FS l Dl·l 
GROUP 
1 • 0(10 
::t. (100 
SEPARATE vmn 1\t-ICE ':; 1 -·, 
POOLED vtmHiNCLS I 
IIF 1\t l 
INDEPENDENT SAMF~ES r- IESl ON 
GROUP t1Emt 




.0~~ DF 25.~ rROB 
.06~ DF - 26 PROB 







r> I • • .. •P 1 
p '/ • ,] 'T'J 
11 ,891t 
15.699 
SEPARATE VMUANCES T "' 
POOLED VARIANCES T 
1.2o8 DF 










PAIF<ED 5At1PLES 1 1 E~:;1 nt.t P! I\ VS PC 2 > WITH 28 CASES 
~1EAN DIFFERENCE 
SO D I FFEREtK.E = 
T = .488 m 
l. 315 
1 '•. P59 
<"7 f'ROB .l.29 
INDEPENDENT SAMPLES T-lEST ON 
GIWUP N MEAN 
I . <Jt)(l 13 3.81t6 
3. (t(t(J 15 4. nc)(t 
SEF'Ar~ATE VARIANCES T .603 
POOLED VARIANCES T .. 605 
INDEPENDENT SAt1PLE6 T · TEST ON 
GHOUP N MEAN 
1 • (1(1(1 13 3.615 
3. (1(11) 15 4 .(11)0 
SEPARATE Vl\r<IANCES T 1.693 
POOLED VARIANCES T = 1. 718 








25. 0 F'ROll • ~~:52 
26 PHDB .550 




23. 3 PRDB • JOlt 
DHOUP 
26 PROB .098 
PAIRED SAMPLES T-TEST ON Sl 1 I VS 6121 I~ITH 28 CASES 
MEI\N D I FFERENC£:: = 
SO D I FFEF~ENCE "' 
T = • 769 OF = 
0. 107 
0.737 
27 PROB • 41t9 
57 
lNDEP~NDENT SA~0LES T-TEST ON 
Gf-<DIJP N ~lEAN 
I . (H)<) 13 2.308 
3. (1(11) 15 l. 733 
SEPAHATE VARIANCES l .712 
PUllLED W\FHANCES 1 .. .719 
INDEP~NUENT SAMF~ES T-TEST ON 
mmuP N MEAN 
I • UOO 13 1.792 
3. (1(11) 15 1. 3:-13 
SEF'I\RAlE VI\RIANCES .'72<.1 
FDillE.D VI\RIANCES r "' .716 








211 • 2 F·f<UI.i • lt83 
26 f·Jmo .lt79 
M I 2 l GIWUPED BY 
60 
1 • 61 1 
1. 759 
25.9 f'RDB .1170 
26 PRrtB .lt81 
GROUP 
PAIRED SA~1PLES T-TEST ON Nl .1) VS 1'1<2) WITH 29 CASES 
MEAN DIFFERENCE a 
SO DIFFERENCE = 
T = 1.042 DF 
0.454 
2.302 
27 PROB : .306 
58 
Analysis of variance on 3 subject 
groups on P, S, M variables 
59 
NUMBER OF CASES PROCESSED• 72 
DEPENDENT VAl< I AEtl.E MEANS 
F' I I ) Pl2> 
26. (t61t 26.437 
UNIVARII\TE AND MULTIVARHHE REPEATED MEASUHES ANi\I.YSIS 
~··························· w BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TEST FOR EFFECT Cf,LLEDI 
GHOUP 
TEST OF HYPOHIESIS 
SOURCE 






* WITHIN SUBJECTS EFFECTS * 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TEST Frm EFFECT CALLED• 
CONSTANT 







TEST FW~ EFFECT CALLED1 
GROUP 



































NUMBER OF Cf'\SES Pr~OCESBED 1 72 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE MEANS 
s ( 1 ) 6(2) 
3.986 3.861 
UN I VAR [ 1\ TE 1\ND MULTI VARIATE REPEA TE:.D MEASUr~ES AN~\L Y8 I 8 
*w•••••••••****•************ 
• BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TEST FOR EFFECT CALLEDt 
GROUP 






• WITHIN SUBJECTS EFFECTS * 
····•••**************•••••• 
TEST FOR EFFECT CALLEDt 
CONSTANT 







TEST FOR EFFECT CALLEDt 
GHOUP 





































0 .. 545 
NIJHL•Ef~ OF CASES PF<DCESSEOa 72 
m:.PENDEtH VARIAI:JLE MEANS 
Ml 1 I 1''11 2) 
2.056 2 • (U)I+ 
liNIVI\fHAIE AND MUL.TIVAIHATE REPEAlED ME?\SUHEB 1\W\LYSHi 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* BETWEEN SUBJECTS EFFECTS * 
**************************** 
TEST FOR EFFECT CALLED• 
GROUP 








* WITHIN SUBJECTS EFFECTS * 
*************************** 
TEST FUR EFFECT CALLED• 
CONSTANT 







TESl FOR EFFECT CALLED• 
GROUP 
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